Between 900 and 950 club managers are expected to descend on Los Angeles February 12-17 for the 51st annual Club Managers Association of America conference and the group's first exposition.

More than 600 persons have already registered with the CMAA national office in Washington, D.C., to attend the program, and conference coordinator Karen Watkins is predicting that more than 50 exhibitors and 60 booths will occupy the exposition floor at the Century Plaza Hotel.

Official activities will begin Sunday, February 12. Registration will be held from noon until 4 p.m. and the Southern California CMAA chapter will open their hotel suite to guests in the early evening.

Meetings of the board of directors and most of the "At Conference Committees" are scheduled Monday. Most managers, however, will have a chance to pursue recreational and leisure activities in the mild California weather, normally in the 60's during mid-February. Golf, tennis, and gin rummy tournaments are scheduled.

The menu contest and Idea Fair again provide an interesting sidelight to the conference. Managers should send their entries to Rainer Gehres, Riveria Country Club, 1250 Capri Dr., Pacific Palisades, CA 90272.

Educational Seminars
A lecture about enjoying retirement and an update of pending legal action involving clubs opens the seminars Tuesday morning. Otto Gruber, an official with Action for Independent Maturity, will speak to the older managers and Thomas Ondek, legal counsel for the National Club Association, will discuss pertinent lawsuits.

The business meeting begins at 2 p.m. with a speech from J. N. Christianson, a president of two companies that deal in human relations. He will advise managers on "living enrichment, humanistic management, and employee motivation."

Art Hoist and Hans Prager will deliver presentations on Wednesday morning. Hoist's speech, entitled "The Challenge of a Pro," will attempt to motivate managers to sustain professional attitudes in their daily functions. Prager, a renowned chef, will discuss "The Latest in Food." Roundtable discussions organized by the Club Management Institute will take place during the afternoon.

Promotions and special party ideas are the subjects of Mike Hurst's talk Thursday morning. Hurst, a club general manager, is followed by John E. Gary Jr., who will discuss the insurance needs of clubs.


Secretary-Treasurer Whitney Travis will ascend to the vice presidency and George Burton will become president.

The final day's sessions will feature Somers H. White, who will advise managers how to deal with unhappy club members. Clifford J. Erlich will also speak Friday morning on developing a successful relationship between managers and employees.

Activities for spouses
Three events have been planned for the spouses during the West Coast trip. They may have lunch Wednesday at the Beverly Hilton Hotel and listen to Keith DeGreen, who has a variety of experiences and accomplishments. He has served with the infantry in Vietnam and holds a law degree. He has practiced law, taught college, served as a city councilman, co-authored a book on the criminal justice system and is writing another on public speaking. He is a member of the National Speakers Association and will address the spouses about the "Three Keys to Success."

A tour of Universal Studio has
Sweetwater's Spike Weve has been installed in country clubs, restaurants, banks, churches and offices across the country. Here's a listing of just a few:

- Firestone Country Club, Akron, Ohio
- Highland Country Club, NC
- Callaway Gardens, GA
- Sommerset Country Club, PA
- Kane Country Club, PA
- Woodway Country Club, Stamford, CT
- Del-Mar Bowling Lanes, Salano Beach, CA
- Mission Hills Bowling Alley, CA
- Mistelle's Restaurant, Los Angeles, CA
- Griffith Park Golf Course, Los Angeles, CA
- Noyac Golf Club, NY
- DeAnza Desert Country Club, Borrego Springs, CA
- Thunderhill Country Club, Madison, OH
- Meadowlakes Country Club, Canton, OH
- Ville DuPorc Country Club, Maquon, WS
- Black River Falls Country Club, WS
- Oneida Golf & Riding Club, Green Bay, WS
- Columbus Bank & Trust Co., GA
- First National Bank of Columbus, GA
- Green Valley Country Club, Fayetteville, NC
- Ridgewood Country Club, Danbury, CT
- Wheaton Hills Golf Club, Williston Park, NY
- Landmark Office Complex, Atlanta, GA
- W. Fred Teel & Associates, Chamblee, GA
- Midland Country Club, TX
- Coronado Country Club, El Paso, TX
- Denton Country Club, TX
- North Texas University Golf Club
- Springdale Country Club, AR
- Oak Hills Country Club, San Antonio, TX
- Rolling Hills Country Club, Englewood, NJ
- Dunes Golf Pro Shop, N. Myrtle Beach, NC
- Bank of Clayton, GA
- Royal Coach Motor Inn, Atlanta, GA
- Valdosta State College, GA
- Lexington Country Club, KY
- Highland Presbyterian Church, Louisville, KY
- Federal Reserve Bank, Louisville, KY
- Marion County Savings & Loan, Lebanon, KY
- O'Bannon Creek Golf Club, Loveland, OH

What carpet style will Bill Jameson buy for his golf club?

He wants something that's spike proof, handsomely styled, in a classic color. All at a "par" price.

What can you sell him?

Show him Sweetwater's new Spike Weve. It's a spike proof carpet of Dupont Antron® with Zepel® for soil resistance and static control. Spike Weve is an Ultratuft cut pile with a total weight per square yard of more than 7 lbs. And, it carries Sweetwater's three-year "unforgivable" guarantee, including golf spike wear.

As chairman of the club's house committee, he'll like it so well, he'll want to buy it for every room in the club, from the locker room to the pro shop. Spike Weve is the perfect carpet for high traffic areas such as theaters, exhibit halls, churches and offices. With Spike Weve, he'll get both beauty and durability. It's probably just what he's been looking for. Show him Sweetwater... and he'll be sold.

*Guarantee information available upon request.
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NOW you need only 2½ gloves in Your Pro Shop!

English Pittard Leather
$54.00 per dozen.
Send check with order and deduct $3.00 per dozen—$51.00 per dozen.

Pro-Fit Glove Co. has developed a new golf glove with a stretch VELCRO fastener. This new and exciting feature insures a perfect fit the first and every time the glove is worn. The glove is sheer elegance, fashioned by hand from the famous Pittard leather. The glove is available in 9 superb colors in both men’s and ladies’ left and right hand sizes. Patent No. 4040126.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of gloves for right-handed golfer</th>
<th>Number of gloves for southpaw golfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Basic colors: White, Blue, Yellow, Beige, Navy, Brown, Green and Red

New Astrino Suede/Type
$36.00 per dozen.
Send check with order and deduct $3.00 per dozen—$33.00 per dozen.

We are proud to announce a complete line of Astrino gloves, the newest man made science leather comparable to the high quality of calf suede. This exciting glove features • stretch VELCRO fastener • uniform quality and color • guaranteed washable. Available in 9 colors in both men’s and ladies’ left and right hand sizes. Cadet not required. Patent No. 4040126.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of gloves for right-handed golfer</th>
<th>Number of gloves for southpaw golfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Basic colors: White, Ivory, Red, Topaz, Green, Blue, Navy, Brown and Black

Half Glove
$24.00 per dozen.
Send check with order and deduct $3.00 per dozen—$21.00 per dozen.

For those who prefer that ‘extra feel’ on the club that a half glove provides, here is the finest available. Fashioned of cabretta leather on the palm and suede backing, plus VELCRO fastener. Available in both men’s and ladies’ left and right hand sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of gloves for right-handed golfer</th>
<th>Number of gloves for southpaw golfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available in assorted colors.

For Information CALL TOLL FREE 800-638-7976
been set up for Thursday and a talk on “Creative Life Planning” from Alene Morris is scheduled for Friday morning. Those wives who want to explore the city can visit Sunset Strip in West Los Angeles, a section noted for its boutiques, galleries, gourmet dining, and “people-watching.” Those couples bringing their children are close to Disneyland in suburban Anaheim. Numerous special dinners and receptions have been set up for the managers and spouses. Included are an opportunity to sample California wines from 5-7 p.m. Thursday and a formal dinner-dance hosted by the Southern California managers to cap the conference Friday evening.

**CMAA GUIDE TO EXHIBITORS**

Ariston Interior Designers  
Bar-Boy  
Benco Party Flavors  
Berg Co.  
Berman Food Corp.  
Brintons Carpets  
Cannell & Chaffin Interior Designer  
Computech, Inc.  
Cotton Goods Manufacturing Co.  
Dean Industries  
E. A. Costalin  
E-Z-Go Car  
Ecko Products  
Edward Don Co.  
Empire State Chair Co.  
Gasser Chair Co.  
Globe Ticket Co.  
Hall China Co.  
Harper Trucks  
James Group Service  
John Sexton & Co.  
John Toomey Co.  
Libin and Associates  
McIlhenny Co.  
Mason Glassware Co.  
Mr. and Mrs. “T” Products  
National Educational Media  
National Golf Foundation  
Oorangamatic, Inc.  
Professional Golfers’ Association  
National Club Association  
Riegel Textile Corp.  
San-Tek  
Smyth Business Systems, Inc.  
Snap-Drape  
S. S. Krum & Co.  
Stewart Sandwiches Inc.  
Tropicane Furniture Co.  
Unimac  
Virco Manufacturing Co.
FOR PRO SHOP PROFITS

Take a swing at softgoods merchandising

by Bill Mallon

Why should I merchandise? This question has been asked many times, and there are many answers. The most important is a potential net profit of from $2,000 to $10,000 in sales which goes into your pocket. That means you can decide how much you want to make and buy accordingly. This is based on average net profit figures.

Now before you invest your life savings, we should investigate what success factors are involved. The first thing is to have a thorough understanding of why we can and should be successful.

Every member at your club is good for the purchase of 2-4 pairs of street shoes, 1-3 pairs of golf shoes, 6-18 pairs of socks and underwear, 4-12 pairs of slacks, 6-20 shirts, 2-10 ties, 1-5 sportcoats, 1-2 jackets, and 1-4 belts each and every year. Why shouldn’t he buy these from you? All you have to do is give him the opportunity and the reason. You have many advantages over the stores where he is buying these things now.

The biggest advantage you have is convenience. Nobody likes to go out of their way. The success of shopping malls around the country is proof of this. The malls are closer to where people live and provide one-stop shopping. They stepped into people’s traffic pattern. You as a pro are already in that traffic pattern and can provide one-stop shopping. You don’t even have to pay rent or advertising.

The second advantage is knowing and greeting your members by name. People like to deal with people they know. All the best stores try to get to know and develop their best customers. The golf pro has a license and the personality and expertise to steal customers. It’s just part of the job. Both you and the club benefit.

The third success factor, and all the best merchants really exploit this area, is promotion of golf through tournaments. The more credit on the books, the more you are guaranteed in sales. So start expanding your tournament schedule. Also you can increase traffic by extending your season through a ‘Frostbite Tournament’ to start the year. This should be scheduled for February or March. Many will be snowed out, but it starts everyone thinking golf. At the end of the season two or three various tournaments, especially prestigious or big prize tournaments, will keep people playing and practicing. These extensions to your regular season are sure to increase sweater, windbreaker, and rain suit sales.

Another way of bringing business into your shop is knowing birthdays and anniversaries. Any time a member mentions one of these dates, you or someone on your staff should mark it down in a book near the register. The same thing should be done with sizes. What an advantage to be able to suggest something a week or two in advance. You will bet that customer every year because you took advantage of the opportunity. Every year this list should grow.

Promotional plans such as Christmas parties or a holiday event add to your sales. In major cities many golf pros take advantage of football by carrying team colors and items to keep warm. Many clubs have chartered buses going to the games. Someone always forgets a hat or is not prepared for sudden changes in the weather. It does not take much effort to take advantage of this extra traffic flowing through your club.

One area where you have absolutely no competition is in crested items. Everyone who joins a club wants to brag he is a member of such and such a club. The pro only has to do two things. The first is to have a club and programs to be proud of. The second is to have a good crest. Generally the less complicated crests are the best sellers. Sales can be boosted simply by changing location of the crest on the garment or colors in the crest. Guests also like to brag where they have been. What better way than a crested item?

By now you can see that merchandising has unlimited possibilities. It does require a sense of timing and, like your golf game, one receives only the benefits one has worked to produce. The pro today has only to look around and see how some of his friends are doing. Copy the best swing in your area, not the hacker.

There are other reasons to merchandise. One is energy conservation. The older you get, the less energy you have. It’s easy to give 10 or 15 lessons a day while you are young. But with age it’s much easier to sell a couple of golf outfits and put the same profit in your pocket.

The golf pro today must be well-rounded. He no longer can survive by being just a teacher and public relations man. Today merchandising is part of the profession. It can mean the difference between just making a living and enjoying a large increase in income. Many pros today depend on shop sales as their main source of income. Both you and the club benefit. The day has arrived when clubs expect their pros to be good merchandisers. It’s just part of the job.

Luckily, the majority today have seen the writing on the wall and have prepared themselves and their assistants to be extremely well-rounded. These pros are the heart of the golf business. The pro who constantly adjusts with the times and continues to educate himself is the pro who is getting the best job and making the best living. This man who sees opportunity and goes after it is the pro of tomorrow. He knows why and how to merchandise.
IF YOU'VE CHOOSEN DERBY SUCCESS IS IN THE BAG

Few turf-type ryegrasses today meet the challenge offered by the performance of Derby. Derby is not only one of the few preferred ryegrasses, it's setting new standards of excellence because it performs beautifully under widely varying conditions.

Count on Derby to:
- Produce handsome, dense turf even when cut to 3/16th inch
- Germinate in a matter of days
- Hold its color through the winter
- Perform as a Southern winter grass
- Have better-than-average heat and drought tolerance
- Mow beautifully
- Mix nicely with other grasses
- Thrive where cool-season grasses flourish

INTERNATIONAL SEEDS, INC.
Dept. G • P.O. Box 168 • Halsey, Oregon 97348 • (503) 369-2251
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Spikeproof carpet: tailor-made for golf clubs

by Scott C. Marlowe

There has never been an alternative to carpeting for clubhouses and pro shops. It is the only floor covering which will satisfy the dictates of aesthetics, noise abatement, safety, and comfort while withstanding the abuse of golf spikes. It's luxury connotation remains, yet today's production methods allow carpet to compete favorably in terms of initial cost, with other types of floor covering and at substantially lower long-term maintenance costs.

New production techniques allow a great variety of surface textures; however, the character of the golf spike dictates a cut pile texture (looped pile textures pull like a ladies nylon stocking when a spike catches in a tuft). Because shags have a low tuft density they are not acceptable. However, denser friezes (sometimes called "twists") and saxony plushes are finding their way into the spikeproof market. Of course, the traditional velvet plush-pile is still the main bill of fare.

It is vitally important to select a carpet with proper weight density, tuft density, pile weight, and color as well as texture. Proper specification of pile fiber is also important as the pile fiber must withstand severe punishment from abrasion, spillage, sunlight, and, in some cases, atmosphere. For maximum longevity, the pile fiber should be colorfast, have texture which does not crush and "walk-out", and is resistant to abrasion. Ideally, the pile fiber should hide soil and be easy to clean — this reduces maintenance costs significantly.

Which fiber's best?
The pile fibers which perform the best in most situations are the advanced generation nyons (Antron III by Dupont, Anso-X by Allied Chemical Co., and Ultron by Monsanto). Nylon is the most abrasion resistant fiber, either natural or synthetic, known to man. These newer nyons are specially treated to minimize the static buildup which was such a problem with first-generation nyons. They are engineered to reduce light reflection which magnifies soil and to increase crush resistance. These fibers are continuous filament, which means they are long individual strands of fiber rather than short crimped staple fiber which has to be spun into thread before making yarn. This makes carpets with these nylon less prone to fuzzing and pilling.

Polyester has begun to earn a fine reputation in the industry. Fortrel BCP by Celanese, Trevira by Hoechst, and Kodel III by Eastman Chemical are second only to nylon in abrasion resistance. Their appearance is similar to that of wool, they are quite colorfast, and polyester is inherently resistant to static buildup. Polyester also performs well in terms of stain removal, offering complete removal of the stain in 46 of the 50 toughest stain problems.

To my knowledge, polypropylene is not used as a pile fiber in any spikeproof carpeting currently on the market, though it is widely used as the fiber in primary and secondary backing materials. Wool is the traditional choice of pile fiber. However, it does not perform as well as nylon or polyester, and its cost has become prohibitive.

Acrylic fibers are widely used, but it should be noted that acrylic rates poorly in abrasion resistance, crush resistance, and stain retention when compared to the previous fibers. The best acrylics are Acrilan by Monsanto, and Zoflan and Zefchrome by Dow Badische. Modacrylic fibers are not as resilient as acrylies but are used in fiber blends in a flame-retardant capacity. Dynel by Union Carbide and Verel by Eastman Chemical are the best known modacrylics.

Fiber blends are quite common in the carpet industry, and are a good concept as qualities of one fiber can be used to reinforce the weaknesses of another and often this reduces cost.
What is spikeproof?

There are, however, many technical considerations in selecting a proper fiber blend. Judgments on the utility of a fiber should not be limited to the characteristics outlined above. A fiber's performance is greatly affected by the construction of the finished carpet fabric and use conditions to which it will be subjected.

One purports that a carpet must have a large amount of thick pile fiber between the spike and the primary backing (the primary backing is the material which retains the pile fiber and prevents the tufts of pile fiber from pulling out). While this approach produces satisfactory results, the fabric (carpet) requires a pile height of at least .53 inch and a pile yarn weight of at least 70 ounces per square yard. This usually results in a carpet which exceeds a flammability rating (according to the ASTM E-84-70 "Steiner Tunnel Test" recognized by most fire codes) of 75 which exceeds the Class "B" rating usually required by fire authorities.

The other approach is to produce a carpet with a great number of individual tufts of pile fiber per square inch (tuft density), the theory being that a great tuft density will prevent spikes from penetrating the backing as the base of each tuft is extremely close to other tufts. This technique requires a pitch (the number of tufts per 27 inches of width) of at least 252 for woven fabrics or a machine gauge (distance between tufts in a fraction of an inch) of slightly less than 1/10 for tufted products and a row (the number of lengthwise yarn tufts per inch) of at least 9 (10 to 12 row is highly recommended). The pile height must be a minimum of .37 inch in this case. The technical difficulties in tufting such a product makes it scarce and woven goods with these specifications are costly. Another consideration is that since the cutting and abrasion action of the spikes and the pulling at the base of the tuft is tremendous, a very tough pile fiber is necessary. This method works but usually requires expensive wool/nylon pile fiber blends. It is also desirable to minimize the abrasive action of soil and cleats to insure the long service life of the carpet.

Professionally, I favor a carpet which incorporates elements of both theories. I believe that a deep, dense pile and a tightly tufted or woven construction almost always guarantees long wear. However, it is important to analyze the performance requirements on a case by case basis in order to select the best carpet for the job at the lowest cost. Actual construction characteristics must be adjusted for specific use conditions.

Before the advent of the tufting process (the manufacturing processes which accounts for about 80 percent of the carpets produced today) golf spikeproof carpeting had to be manufactured on a Wilton or Axminster loom. The Wilton or Axminster weaving process, by its nature, permitted an endless variety of pattern in a multitude of colorways. Tufting does not allow this as it is not a weaving process per se. Tufting machines can be compared to a glorified sewing machine with hundreds of needles, each "sewing" pile yarn into a primary backing. Consequently, the process allows only solid colors or various stripes.

Patterns are achieved in tufted carpets through the use of colorset printing process. Unfortunately, this process has technical weaknesses making it unsuitable for the production of patterned carpets for spikeproof installations. However, the new "Millitron" printing process by Milliken looks promising and they offer an alternative to the current unpatterned golf carpeting.

What about installation?

Because carpets produced for golf spikes by the weaving processes are of high quality in terms of construction, they can safely be installed either by the tackless strip method over hair or jute padding or by the less expensive direct glue-down method. Tufted carpets are best installed direct glue down, but it is here that the unitary backing becomes vital. Latex foam is unsuitable and should never be used in a spikeproof carpeting. Jute is acceptable but will deteriorate rapidly when compared with either the unitary backing or so called "Action Back" of polypropylene. The latter is definitely preferred.

Under no circumstances should the carpet tile form of installation be employed. The multitude of seams in such installations will make the carpet deteriorate with great rapidity. Installations should have as few seams as possible and the seams should run against, not with, the majority of traffic passing through the interior space.

Color is an important consideration, not just from an aesthetic point of view but from a soil masking standpoint. The type of soil in the geographic location of a club or resort must be considered when selecting colorway, as well as in determining the best type of pile fiber to use, as different soil types have different abrasion factors. Sand, for example, with its many sharp, glassy edges, is one of the most abrasive soil types.

Generally speaking, medium value and intensity colors, neutrals or earth tones hide soil better than pastels, dark or bright colors. Tweeds
Specify ADS tubing with the new green stripe that stands for quality.

Proper drainage with ADS tubing provides rapid runoff of rainfall and control of groundwater — helping maintain the balanced soil system vital in growing healthy, hardy turf.

Every length and coil of ADS is manufactured under rigid quality control and now sports a new green stripe that tells you you’re getting number one quality from the number one company in drainage tubing. ADS is low in cost, light weight, easy to install. It won’t rot, rust or break during handling or backfilling, and is unaffected by acid or alkaline soils, or by freezing and thawing.

ADS maintains the tubing industry’s most extensive manufacturing, sales and distribution network, and is available at leading building supply and turf equipment dealers. Whether you need it by the truckload or by the coil, if you order ADS chances are you’ll have your tubing at the jobsite and in the ground on time.

“In designing a course, we look at the economics involved and we think plastic tubing is the best drainage value.”

“Draining greens, traps and fairway trouble spots is critical in maintaining a playable course and healthy turf.”

“When plastic tubing is specified we want a brand that’s readily available. We figure ADS is our best bet.”

Manufacturing and Sales Locations

CALIFORNIA: 2000 S. Reservoir St., Pomona, California 91766 (714) 627-1591 • Box 1216, Tracy, California 95376 (209) 835-8500 • GEORGIA: *Dunwoody Park, Bldg. No. 3, Suite 126, Atlanta, Georgia 30338 (404) 369-0082 • Box 89, Montezuma, Georgia 31063 (473-7358 ILLINOIS: Box 462, Harvard, Illinois 60033 (815) 943-5477 • Box 447, Monticello, Illinois 61856 (217) 762-9444 INDIANA: Box 597, Farmland, Indiana 47340 (317) 468-8402 IOWA: Box 2478, Iowa City, Iowa 52240 (391) 336-9448 • Box 120, Cresco, Iowa 52201 (319) 547-3105 • Box D, Eagle Grove, Iowa 50573 (515) 488-5101 KENTUCKY: Box 128, Buck Creek Church Rd., Livermore, Kentucky 40252 (502) 753-4324 • Box 148, Versailles, Kentucky 40383 (859) 273-8046 MASSACHUSETTS: Box 190, Palmer, Massachusetts 01069 (413) 325-9797 MICHIGAN: Box 417, Owosso, Michigan 48867 (517) 723-5205 NORTH CAROLINA: Box 267, Rowland, North Carolina 28373 (919) 422-3303 OHIO: Box 151, Maitland, Ohio 43005 (419) 256-7571 • Box 499, Norwalk, Ohio 44857 (419) 668-8278 • Box 797, Wooster, Ohio 44691 (216) 264-4849 TENNESSEE: *Old Wilson Circle, Peach Court Bldg., Brentwood, Tennessee 37027 (615) 373-0133 TEXAS: Box 791, 100 Industrial Blvd., Emmer, Texas 75119 (214) 875-6091 VIRGINIA: Box 569, Buena Vista, Virginia 24416 (703) 261-6131 WASHINGTON: *Box 1907, Bellevue, Washington 98009 (206) 454-7370 • 531 South 28th Street, Washougal, Washington 98671 (206) 835-8522

*Sales Office Only

CORPORATE OFFICE / 3300 Riverside Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43221 (614) 457-3051
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